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ABSTRACT

TurboFold, an iterative algorithm for estimating the common secondary structures of multiple RNA homologs, is presented. The algorithm is motivated by and has structure and attributes analogous to the turbo decoding algorithm in communications. Instead of solving the joint problem of aligning and folding multiple RNA sequences, TurboFold uses an iterative process to fold a collection of RNA homologs. Beneficial information from inter-sequence comparisons is incorporated by using feedback from iteration to iteration in the form of pseudo-prior probabilities for base pairing which are incorporated in the computation of base pairing probabilities. As a result TurboFold retains several of the advantages of joint alignment and folding while maintaining a per iteration computational complexity comparable to single sequence RNA folding. Experimental evaluation of the algorithm, performed over six ncRNA families, demonstrates that TurboFold achieves high accuracy, offering better performance than available alternatives for estimating RNA base pairing probabilities.

Index Terms— RNA secondary structure, Turbo decoding, Iterative Estimation

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

RNA has recently emerged as a key player in biology, serving a number of crucial noncoding roles, in addition to its traditionally known function as a transient mRNA copy of the genetic code for protein synthesis [1]. The secondary structure, i.e. the set of hydrogen-bond-mediated pairings between bases located within the linear strand of an RNA molecule, plays a key role in defining the function for these noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs). The secondary structure is important in developing hypotheses about function, finding new instances of an RNA family in genomes , designing therapeutics , and is crucial in modeling and solving the 3D structure . Computational prediction of RNA secondary structure, commonly referred to as computational RNA folding, is therefore an important problem in computational biology [2, Chap. 10].

Computational methods for predicting RNA secondary structure use, as inputs, the primary structure information for RNA, which, for the purposes of the ensuing discussion, consists of a sequence \( x \in \mathcal{A}^N \) where \( \mathcal{A} = \{ A, U, G, C \} \) and \( N \) denotes the length of the sequence. The length of the sequence corresponds to the number of nucleotides in the RNA chain and the elements of the sequence denote the identifying nitrogenous base associated with each of the nucleotides arranged in order from the 5’ to the 3’ end of the chain. Permissible pairings are \( A \rightarrow U, G \rightarrow C \), and \( G \rightarrow U \) and prediction methods seek to identify the subset of possible pairings that actually occur in the RNA molecule in the physiological setting of the cell.

The folding of an RNA molecule in nature is governed by thermodynamics, as is the case for most chemical reactions. Therefore, a popular class of computational methods models the thermodynamics of RNA folding and uses dynamic programming to estimate the minimum free energy secondary structure, which is the structure predicted to be most likely under the thermodynamic model [3]. In addition, machine learning techniques, in particular stochastic context free grammars (SCFGs) and hidden Markov models (HMMs) have recently been applied to the problem of RNA secondary structure prediction [2, Chap. 10] [4]. The SCFGs/HMMs are trained using databases of known secondary structures and can then be deployed for prediction. Both thermodynamic model based and SCFG based techniques for prediction of RNA secondary structure offer remarkable improvements in accuracy when, instead of predicting secondary structure for a single sequence, these tools are extended and applied to multiple RNA homologs, i.e. evolutionarily related RNA sequences that serve the same function and therefore share common secondary structure. The methods are commonly referred to as joint folding and alignment techniques because they attempt to simultaneously address the problems of folding the RNA sequences (into a common secondary structure) and aligning the sequences.

Joint folding and alignment offers accuracy improvements by harnessing comparative information across different genomes represented in the multiple RNA homologs, where the same secondary structure is represented by different sequences because evolutionary changes in the sequence are feasible while conserving the functionally significant secondary structure. In fact, the most effective techniques for the prediction of RNA secondary structure rely on manually driven comparative analysis of a large (several hundred) number of homologous sequences. These methods offer excellent accuracy2 but can only be utilized by a small set of skilled scientists in a labor intensive and slow fashion. Automated methods for joint folding and alignment, on the other hand, are limited by their computational complexity. The basis for these algorithms was provided in a theoretical paper by Sankoff [6], which first formulated the problem and presented a solution approach using dynamic programming.

1 In the biological context, common does not imply exactly identical.

2 In a benchmark study, over 97% of the base pairs predicted in ribosomal RNA by comparative analysis were validated by comparisons with crystal structures [5].
The resulting algorithm, however, has a complexity that increases exponentially with the number of sequences. As a result, practical implementations of automated algorithms for joint alignment and folding of multiple RNA homologs are restricted to two or at most three sequences, or work progressively through multiple sequences in a pairwise manner. Even with these restrictions, these algorithms require heuristics for reducing computation. Additionally, the consensus structure defines an unrealistically rigid constraint, to which all sequences must conform, contrary to the variations seen in Biology. Finally, despite the computational simplifications, the methods can address only relatively short sequences due to memory and computation time requirements.

This paper presents, TurboFold, a new method for prediction of RNA secondary structures for multiple RNA homologs, that overcomes several of the aforementioned limitations of joint folding and alignment methods by addressing the problem in an framework inspired by turbo decoding [7] in digital communications. This yields an iterative algorithm whose per-iteration complexity is identical to single sequence folding, while retaining the desirable attribute of joint folding and alignment techniques that comparative sequence information is incorporated in the folding process. The algorithm is experimentally evaluated over a set of randomly chosen sequences from six noncoding RNA families and shown to offer performance comparable to or better than existing techniques for prediction of RNA secondary structure across multiple homologs.

Section 2 provides an overview of TurboFold. In Section 3, experimental results are presented, where using databases of known secondary structures, the performance of TurboFold is benchmarked and compared with several alternative methods. Section 4 explores connections with Turbo decoding and directions for future work. Space constraints for this paper do not permit a detailed description of TurboFold and extensive comparison against alternatives. Interested readers are referred to a companion journal article [8] for a more complete algorithmic description, additional benchmarks, and biologically relevant examples.

2. TURBOFOLD ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

Let $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_K$ denote the set of $K$ input homologous RNA sequences and let $N_m$ indicate the length of $x_m$. Then, $x_m \subseteq \mathcal{A}^{N_m}$ using the notation introduced previously. Furthermore, let $\mathcal{N} = \{1, \ldots, K\}$ denotes the set of sequence indices.

The (true) secondary structure $S_m$ for $x_m$ consists of the set of base pairings $(i, j)$, $1 \leq i < j \leq N_m$ that occur in the RNA molecule with high probability in the physiological setting of the cell. These pairings are a subset of the permissible pairings $A \cup U$, $G \cup C$, and $G \cup U$ (order independent). The fact that the sequences are homologs implies that the secondary structures for the sequences $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_K$ are common, i.e. the secondary structures match topologically (rather than exactly), though occasional minor variations in topology are also not uncommon.

Computational methods for predicting common structures exploit two types of information: a) intra-sequence information contained within a single RNA sequence and b) comparative information that arises from the fact that the sequences share common secondary structures and an underlying alignment that conforms to the common secondary structures. Joint alignment and folding methods attempt to use these two pieces of information collectively but, as indicated earlier, require compromises in practice because of computational complexity.

TurboFold formulates the problem of estimating secondary structures for multiple RNA homologs in a probabilistic framework, where, instead of predicting a single secondary structure for each RNA sequence, base pairing probabilities $\tilde{\Pi}^m$ are estimated for each of the RNA sequences $\{x_m\}_{m \in \mathcal{N}}$. Here $\tilde{\Pi}^m$ is an $N_m \times N_m$ symmetric matrix, $(i,j)^{th}$ entry $j > i$ represents the probability that (in the equilibrium ensemble for sequence $m$) the base pair $(i,j)$ occurs. This probabilistic formulation of the RNA secondary structure estimation problem, in turn, enables an approximate solution for this problem using iterative updates for the estimated base pairing probabilities. At each iteration, pseudo-prior probabilities for base pairing are computed for each sequence using the pairwise posterior probabilities for sequence alignments and the base pairing probabilities for other sequences in the set of input homologs. The iteration is completed by recomputing base pairing probabilities for each sequence using information intrinsic to the sequence provided by a thermodynamic model along with the extrinsic information provided by the pseudo-prior probabilities. The TurboFold algorithm is summarized below in pseudo code format.

Input Sequences $\{x_m\}_{m \in \mathcal{N}}$

1. **Initialization.** Using a pair-wise HMM for sequence alignment, compute posterior alignment co-incidence probability matrices $\Pi^{(s,m)}$ for all $s, m \in \mathcal{N}, s \neq m$. Initialize iteration count $t \leftarrow 0$, pseudo-priors for base pairing for each of the sequences $\tilde{\Pi}^{m}$ with uniform distributions. This step has $O(K^2 N^2)$ time complexity.

2. Compute estimates of base pairing probabilities $\tilde{\Pi}^m$ for each sequence $m \in \mathcal{N}$ using a modified single sequence partition function [10] computation using a nearest neighbor thermodynamic model that incorporates $\tilde{\Pi}^{m}$ as pseudo-prior probabilities for base pairing. This step has $O(K N^3)$ time complexity.

3. Increment iteration count $t \leftarrow (t + 1)$. If $t > \eta$, stop (iterations completed).

4. Compute updated pseudo-prior probabilities for each of the sequences using the pairwise-intersequence coincidence probabilities and the base pairing probabilities computed in the preceding step.

$$\tilde{\Pi}^m = \alpha \sum_s w_{s,m} \cdot \Pi^{(m,s)} \cdot \Pi^{(s,m)}$$

where $w_{s,m}$ is a weighting factor determined based on the similarity of the sequence $s$ with the sequence $m$ and $\alpha$ is

$^1$Two nucleotide positions (one from each of the two sequences) are coincident if they are either aligned, or if one nucleotide position (from one of the sequences) occurs in an insertion in that sequence that begins at a nucleotide position aligned with the second nucleotide position (from the other sequence) [9].

$^2$This is analogous to the pseudo-prior interpretation for Turbo decoding in [11].
a normalizing constant determined to ensure that $\tilde{\Pi}^m$ sums up to 1. In its naive form the step above has computational complexity $K^2 N_m^2 N_s^2$. Significant computational gains are obtained by using sparse approximations of the matrices involved. Continue iterations by going to step 2.

The overall resulting flow diagram for TurboFold is depicted in Fig. 1. A key observation is that computationally Step (2) of the algorithm dominates and therefore the algorithmic complexity is effectively linear in the number of sequences $K$ and therefore scales reasonably with increasing number of sequences. The number of iterations is set to 3 based on empirical tests of performance and one other (scalar) algorithmic parameter internal to the algorithm that balances the relative weights of intrinsic and extrinsic information is determined by evaluating and optimizing performance on a training database (distinct from the database for which results are reported in the next section). In addition, there are several implementation efficiencies that can be realized in practice. Details of both can be found in [8]. Upon completion the algorithm provides estimates $\tilde{\Pi}^m$ for the base pairing probabilities for each of the sequences. Secondary structures can be obtained from these estimated probabilities by including within the predicted structure base pairs that have an estimated probability higher than a desired significance threshold $P_{\text{thresh}}$.

3. RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of TurboFold, datasets of known secondary secondary structures from six ncRNA families are utilized. Datasets are generated selecting at random, for each of these families, a number of sequences from databases of known homologs for the family and splitting these into groups of $K$ sequences where $K$ ranges from 2 through 10. Specifically, the random selections include 200 RNase P sequences, 200 tmRNA sequences, 30 telomerase RNA sequences, 400 SRP sequences, 400 tRNA sequences, and 400 5S rRNA sequences. The number of sequences varies across the families because the number of available homologs and the average sequence length, which determines execution time, varies significantly between these families. The number of sequences varies across the families because the number of available homologs and the average sequence length, which determines execution time, vary significantly between these families. The procedure yields 9 datasets corresponding to the different values of $K$.

The performance of TurboFold is compared with three other methods that estimate base pairing probabilities: 1) LocARNa [12] (Version 1.5.2a is used, with Vienna RNA Software Package version 1.8.4), 2) RNAalifold [13] (The version included in Vienna RNA Software Package version 1.8.4 is used with command line option ‘-p’ for computation of base pairing probabilities with ClustalW 2.0.11 [14] for computation of input sequence alignment), and 3) Single sequence estimates of base pairing probabilities using a nearest neighbor thermodynamic model [10, 15] (as implemented in RNAstructure version 4.5 [15, 16]).

The accuracy of TurboFold and the other methods is assessed by first obtaining base pairing predictions from these probabilities by comparing the estimated probabilities against a (variable) significance threshold $P_{\text{thresh}}$ for the base pairing probabilities for each of the sequences. Secondary structures can then be scored for accuracy against the known structures from the databases to determine both the sensitivity, i.e. the number of base pairs from the known structure that are included in the predictions, and the positive predictive value (PPV), i.e. the number of base pairs in the predictions that are present in the known structures. Finally, the methods are compared by plotting the sensitivities and PPVs obtained as $P_{\text{thresh}}$ is varied (over a range from 0.04 to 0.96) in a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plot that highlights the trade off between these two quantities. These ROC curves are illustrated in Fig. 2 for TurboFold and for the three alternative methods for the cases of $K = 3$ and $K = 10$.

### Table 1. Time requirements (in seconds) for the methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Runtime (seconds) for $K$</th>
<th>$K = 3$</th>
<th>$K = 5$</th>
<th>$K = 10$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TurboFold</td>
<td>136.75</td>
<td>277.9</td>
<td>517.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LocARNa</td>
<td>746.44</td>
<td>2815.9</td>
<td>11395.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNAalifold</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. ROC curves of sensitivity versus PPV for TurboFold and three alternative methods.

From the plots in Fig. 2, we see that TurboFold offers a better sensitivity vs PPV tradeoff than the three other alternative methods that provide estimates of base pairing probabilities. We also see that, as expected from comparative analysis, using a large number of sequences $K = 10$ provides a greater advantage than using a smaller number $K = 3$.

A comparison of the methods’ performance as a function of the number of sequences $K$ is also of interest. For this comparison, we set the significance threshold $P_{\text{thresh}}$ to 0.5 and plot sensitivity and PPV as a function of the number of sequences $K$ in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The plots indicate that the sensitivity and PPV of TurboFold increases with increasing $K$. Among the methods benchmarked here, TurboFold offers the highest sensitivity. TurboFold also provides the second highest PPV, after LocARNa, which, however, provides its high PPV at the cost of a rather poor (lowest among the methods plotted) sensitivity.

---

5 Refer to [8] for additional details and citations for the databases, which are not included here due to space constraints.

6 Additional methods for secondary structure prediction are also compared in [8], where the TurboFold predicted probabilities are used in a post-processing method for prediction of secondary structures.
5. CONCLUSION

This paper presented, TurboFold, an iterative structure prediction algorithm for multiple homologous RNA sequences. Using an algorithmic structure inspired by turbo decoding in digital communications, the method retains advantages of joint multi-sequence estimation while reducing per iteration computational complexity to the level required for a single sequence estimation. Results show that the structures predicted utilizing the base pairing probabilities computed from TurboFold are more accurate than structures predicted by other available methods that estimate base pairing probabilities.
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